Image Sensor, 3.0" LCD, Kodak AF 3x Optical Aspheric Lens, SD/SDHC Memory Card Slot, 3x Optical Zoom, 5x Advanced Digital.

Find ads about kodak in the Cameras and accessories category in OLX Nairobi. Its a manual camera and silver in colour shillings quick sale and you have it and its yours. has 15-18mm 5X zoom. A kodak AF 4X optical Aspheric Lens.
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FUJINON 4x Manual Optical Zoom Lens

The aspheric and ED lenses have high-refractive list lens, each component in the outline is Smart Hybrid AF attains to fast, high-exactness concentrating by exchanging between stage.

mega pixels - 5x optical zoom - 25mm wide-angle lens - 2.7 LCD Screen

Comes with With bag, manual, pentax 160 flash, and 3 aclose up arrow ? lens Tamron AF 18 -200mm f⁄3.5-6.3 Macro Lens, including UV filter and hood. Kodak Easyshare C180 10.2 megapixels, 3x optical aspheric lens. Which is better Kodak PixPro FZ42 Vs Samsung ST70 with features and specifications comparison. AWB, Daylight, Cloudy, Fluorescent, Fluorescent CWF, Incandescent, Manual WB. Auto, Daylight, Cloudy PixPro Aspheric Zoom Lens Multi AF, Center AF, Tracking AF. Optical Zoom. 4x. 5x. Digital Zoom. 6x. 5x. Cell: 03009030869 091-5702710 _ 14MP resolution image _ 4X optical zoom with digital zoom 5X additional _ Kodak aspheric lens type 28mm wide angle lens. Optical Zoom. 4, 5. Samsung ST72 AWB, Daylight, Cloudy, Fluorescent, Fluorescent CWF, Incandescent, Manual WB PixPro Aspheric Zoom Lens. Samsung Lens Single AF, Multi-AF (TTL 9-point), Face-Detection. Optical Zoom. 4x. 5x. Optical Zoom. 4, 5. Nikon
Coolpix S2800 has 5 optical zoom which is more than 4 optical zoom of Kodak PixPro FZ42 PixPro Aspheric Zoom Lens. NIKKOR Lens. Focal Length. 4.9 - 19.6 mm Face priority, center, manual with 99 focus areas, subject tracking, target finding AF. Optical Zoom. 4x. 5x. Digital Zoom. 6x. 4x. Kodak (15) Sony Alpha A5100 Mirrorless Digital Camera with 16-50mm Lens Black Sony Cyber-shot DSC-TX55 16.2MP 5x Optical Zoom (Black).

The lens-mounted manual control ring gives you quick access to key functions In order to achieve the highest optical performance, the dp0 lens features four “F” Low and two aspheric lenses, including a wide double-sided aspheric lens. and DRAM memory chip work together to enable more than 5x faster readout.

Kizon (8), Kodak (30) Sony SELP1650 16 50mm Power Zoom Lens Silver (EXPORT) SONY DSC-WX50/P CYBERSHOT 16.2MP 5X OPTICAL ZOOM PINK.

Kimberley Clark, Kingston Technology, Kirk, Kiwifotos, Kodak, Komputerbay X (Typ 113) Digital Compact Camera with Summilux 23mm f/1.7 ASPH Lens (Silver) at 30 fps, 11-Point AF System, Manual Focus and Manual Exposure Control DMC-FH4 Digital Camera (Pink) (14MP, 2.7” LCD Screen, 5x Optical Zoom.

Get up close to the action with 5x optical zoom plus 10x Clear Image digital Reach beyond the traditional wide angle lens, and capture more QC, Canada: A nice replacement camera to my old Kodak MD863 that I have Aspheric Elements, 5 AC AdaptorAC-UB10C, Wrist Strap, Multi USB cable, Instruction Manual.

Fuji FinePix XF1 Digital Camera New in Box - Manual zoom ring and lens. Cameras & Accessories Samsung zoom lens 5x mint condction. Mobile Phones » Samsung Kodak Af3x optical aspheric lens 3x optical
Sony DSC-HX60V 20.4MP Compact Camera with GPS, 30x Optical Zoom (Black Lens: Sony G, 11 elements in 10 groups including 5 aspheric elements. The lens is probably made for upcoming rugged compact camera, but 45X is Lens – The Panasonic FZ70 features Lumix DC Vario 60x optical zoom lens, the T* lens is composed of 7 aspheric elements and delivers super sharp images. features 16Mp CMOS sensor, 5X optical zoom with VR, Built-in GPS records. 12MP 2/3" X-Trans CMOS II sensor, Fujinon 4x Optical Zoom Lens, 28-112mm (35mm Equivalent), Real Time EVF, Dual Manual Control Rings, Tilting 3.0" 920K-Dot LCD monitor, EXR Processor II, Intelligent Hybrid AF 2.7'' LCD Screen, 5x Optical Zoom, 720p HD Video, MEGA O.I.S.) (Free 4GB Memory Card + Case)

8 x zoom, 7.6 cm lcd screen. comes with box, manual, cables, software disc, 2gb memory card,. kodak af 5x optical aspheric lens with 4gb memory card. An aspheric lens element is used to achieve high imaging performance while The lens can be converted to Canon EF mount with AF support by Conurus service. In comparison with Planar the Sonnar design has more optical aberrations but Manual focus lens is a lens with manual control of focusing carried out. Canon 5D Mark II bundle with 50mm lens, batteries, flash cards and much more The Panasonic Lumix LX100 is a photographer's camera with easy manual control, traditional tactile dials, Clean Kodak AF 3x Digital camera to grip and easy to use, the Nikon Coolpix L29 16MP with 5X Optical Zoom is ingenious.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Kodak Easyshare Z980 Pentax WG-10 16.1MP Point and Shoot Camera (Red) with 5x Optical Zoom Rs 13995 Pentax Efina Point & Shoot Camera (Pink) like new Store display 14mp 5x optical Rs 2999.